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LMS Stanier Princess Royal 10 Ton 4000 Gallon Tender 
 

Prototype Notes 
 
 
Drawings and photographs 

 
Volume 4 ‘The Princess Royal Pacifics’ in The LMS Profiles series published by Wild Swan contains copies of original LMS 
works drawings and a detailed description of the construction of these tenders. The Pictorial Supplement to this Profile contains 
many useful photographs. 
 
References: there are several books and magazine articles which are useful background reading: 

 
Books 

 
An Illustrated History of LMS Locomotives Volume 1 – General Review and Locomotive Liveries (RJ Essery and D Jenkinson – 
Silver Link Publishing 1981) 
 
An Illustrated History of LMS Locomotives Volume 5 – The Post Grouping Standard Designs 
(RJ Essery and D Jenkinson – Silver Link Publishing 1989) 
 
Stanier Locomotive Classes (A J Powell – Ian Allan 1991) 
 
Engines of the LMS Built 1923-51 (JWP Rowledge – Oxford Publishing Co. 1975) 
 
Magazine Articles 

 
British Railway Journal 
No.21  Spring 1988 p59-75 Stanier Tenders 
 
Preserved Tenders 

 
Two examples have been preserved with 6201 and 6203 but the usual warning should be heeded, beware of changes made 
during preservation. 
 
History 

 
The most numerous type of Stanier tender was the 4000 gallon nine ton version initially built with snaphead rivets. The 10 ton 
capacity tenders built for the Princess Royals in 1936/7 were essentially the same as these apart from the extended side plates 
to increase the coal capacity. 
 
Main Dimensions 

 
Wheelbase 7’6” + 7’6”   
Tender wheels 4’3” diameter, 12 spoke 
 
Variations 

 
Other than the addition of external sieve boxes in the late 1940s, these tenders remained unchanged throughout their working 
lives. 
 
Numbers 

 
9344-9345, 9353-9354, 9359-9361, 9372-9376 
 
 
 
 
 
Instructions 

 
These instructions were prepared for the standard 9 ton 4000 gallon tender as were the accompanying diagrams. 
 
The only difference between the kits is the length of the sloping coal plate and the corresponding change to the rear bulkhead.  
 
See pictures. 
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Assembly Instructions 
 

 
Introduction 
 
This kit is designed to produce a finescale model with as many components as possible included. The model has 
been designed to make use of a fully sprung chassis. A compensation beam has been has been included for those 
modellers who wish to make use of a compensated chassis but the instructions do not fully cover the use of the 
compensated chassis. However the drawings supplied will show the construction. The tube and shaft for the 
compensation beam has not been supplied and must be sourced elsewhere. 
 
Due to the complex nature of the chassis of the Stanier tender it may be necessary if required, to omit certain parts 
or make them removable in order to remove the wheels. 
 
The model is designed to be built as two independent modules the chassis and tank top. Whilst modellers will have 
their own method of construction, on the sprung chassis version there are several parts that must be fitted in 
sequence in order to complete the model successfully:- 
 

 The inner chassis after fitting the wheels 

 The outside mainframe overlays after fitting the brakes 

 The steps are also fitted later in the construction sequence 
 
All cusp should be removed from the etched parts 
 
All folds are indicated with a half etch line which should be on the inside of the fold unless indicated otherwise. 
 
These instructions have been written to cover all variants of the Stanier tender, but where indicated to press out 
rivets on the riveted tender there will be no rivet holes to press out where they are not required in the welded or 
part welded tender. 
 
Chassis - Sprung 
 
Remove the bearing guides (42) and check the bearing fits snugly into the recess of the guide, it may be necessary 
to open up the centre holes. The bearings were not fixed to the guides on the test model, but can be fixed if so 
desired. Fold the tag at the top of the guide over a piece of 3-1/2” 11 thou. spring wire on each of the guides; 
ensure that the guide can slide freely along the wire. Remove the outside frames and drag beams (41) do not fold 
up drag beams yet. Remove small parts and keeps safe. Fold back the legs (fold on the outside) at the axle box 
guides and using the bearing guides to ensure a sliding fit between the legs and bearing guide fix legs into position. 
(Remove these legs if using a compensated chassis) Lay the outside frames on the work surface with the legs 
secured to the frames and half etched lines facing upwards, fix a 12BA nut to the upper surface of the bottom beam 
of the front drag box. When the drag beam box is folded the nut will be on the inside of the box. Fold down the 
outer frames, rear drag beam and the front drag beam which forms a box, the tab on the lower beam locates in the 
front drag beam. Carefully ‘fold in’ the spring wire guides and if necessary use a small amount of solder to 
strengthen the fold but keeping the holes in the guides clear. Remove the bearing guides from the spring wire and 
insert the spring wire through the holes in the front drag beam locating the bearing guides as the wire is pushed 
further into the chassis. Do not fix the spring wire to the guides but bend ends to keep in position.  Due to fragile 
nature of the chassis at this stage the bearing guides will not always stay in position, but when further components 
are added the guides will retain their position. Set the wheels on the axles to the required gauge and insert the 
axles into the bearing cups. 
 
Remove the inner chassis left and right (43 – 44), for the sprung chassis, with a piecing saw completely remove the 
rear axle bearing hole support and axle guides from the chassis. See sheet 3. (For the compensated chassis fold 
back the axle guide doublers (fold on the outside) and bend the tag back to retain the axle. Fit the bearing stiffener 
(45 – 46) to the rear axle)  
 
Note the handing of the inner chassis sides. 
 
Check the required gauge spacers (47 – 48) the wider spacers are for 18.83/EM the narrower spacers ‘00’. 
 
Fold and fix the spacers as shown in the diagram, ensure that everything is kept square. Fold over small lugs on 
the economiser bracket (49) strengthen the lugs with a little solder if required and fix into place in the chassis with 
the lugs facing towards the rear. Temporary fit the inside chassis into the outer chassis, the inner chassis can be 
juggled in from the top and secured at the rear with a small amount of solder. For the 3500 tender discard the 
economiser and seal the slots with solder. 
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Remove lower bulkhead bracket front and rear (52 – 53) the wider spacers are for 18.83/EM. Press out rivets on 
the flanges if required and fix the front and back together. When looking from the front of the tender the three 
flanges on the bulkhead bracket are on the left. Remove brake rod brackets left and right (55 – 56) fit to bulkhead 
bracket and spacer (47) in the chassis when satisfied with the fit fix to the chassis spacer only. (At this stage of 
construction it will allow partial removal of the inner chassis). Fix in place brake cylinder casting (5) note the 
orientation of the pull rod. For the brake shaft cut piece of 1.25mm brass wire to fit between the outer mainframes 
leave proud of the frames at this stage, trimming will be necessary when the overlays are fitted. Do not fix at the 
stage. 
 
Examine the compensated brake pull rod ‘A’ frame (60) and shaft overlays (61 – 62 – 63) whilst they are still in the 
fret, ‘00’ modellers will have to remove a portion on the cross shafts to fit the brakes in line with the wheels. The 
amount to be removed is indicated by the half etch lines on spare bits within the ‘A’ frame fret. In order that the join 
does not fall on the centre line, the metal to be removed is taken from different sides on both the upper and lower 
shafts. Remove parts and whilst fixing the overlays in position, place a 10mm piece of 0.45mm wire at the ends of 
the shafts. The overlays will face downwards when fitted into place. Remove compensated front pull rods (64 – 65) 
and join the halves together to provide a left and right pull rod. 
 
Join the brake pull levers halves together (58) (The side with the additional centre block faces outwards see sheet 
2) pin together with a piece of 0.33mm wire the two brake shoe halves with pull lever in the  middle of the two 
halves, the half etches of the brake shoes face each other. Remove any surplus wire from the rear of the brake 
shoes, leave 0.25mm of wire protruding from the outer face of the brake shoe to represent the joining bolt. Check 
that you have the correct number of left and right hangers and brake shoes, they are handed. Cut three pieces 
30mm of .075mm brass wire and temporarily fit into the brake shaft holes in the outer and inner chassis, locating 
the brake hangers in place. Locate compensated ‘A’ frame brake pulls into the lower holes of the brake levers. 
Check everything is square and the brake shoes are clear of the wheels and fix all parts into position. Trim brake 
shaft wire flush with the outside of the outer mainframes. 
 
Note 
 

As a general rule the later welded and part welded tenders had compensated pull rods, while the earlier and riveted 
had uncompensated. However with repairs/replacement, this varied in later years. 
 
Uncompensated pull rods have been supplied (66 – 69) 0.45mm wire will have to be used as tie rods between the 
brake hangers, and will require the front pull rods to be fitted at the same time as the tie rods. 
 
Remove brake actuating lever and overlays (85 – 86), water scoop actuating lever and overlays (87 – 88) and 
using the collars make up the levers. Make up the brake cylinder lever bending the smaller end of the lever to form 
a ‘U’ shape to fit over the brake cylinder pull rod.  
 
Insert the main brake shaft through the chassis locating the brake actuating lever, brake cylinder lever and the two 
front compensated pull levers. Locate the forked ends of the compensated levers into the half etch cut outs on the 
‘A’ frame pull rods and fix in place. Fix the front of the levers to the brake shaft. Fix brake cylinder lever to the brake 
shaft and brake cylinder. The brake actuating lever is located 2mm from the inside of the outer chassis on the left 
hand side when looking from the front of the tender, the top of the shaft is fixed to the bottom of the lower drag box. 
Brake shaft brackets (54) can now be fold to shape see sheet 3 and fitted if required.  
 
Water scoop actuating levers – all: certain parts of the water scoop activating levers are not particularly visible i.e. 
Parts (72 and 71). And can be omitted if not required, part (70) is only visible behind the brake hanger and shoes 
on the centre axle and if fitted at this stage consideration must be given to fitting the balance weights (78 – 79) and 
crank lever (75) which are on the same shaft as part (70) these should not be fixed in position yet. Part (72) needs 
to be modified if fitted, the smaller hole needs to be moved 2mm towards the larger hole and the etch needs to be 
reshaped to suit. To fit cut a 10mm piece of 1.25mm brass wire for the water scoop shaft insert through the outer 
chassis and extension in the inner chassis at the same time locating the water scoop pull lever and water scoop 
pull shaft lever. Locate pull lever (72) with parts (70 and 71) with 0.33mm brass wire and fix in position.  
(See diagram sheet 2). The top of the water scoop pull lever shaft is fixed to the bottom of the lower drag beam 
box. 
 
Water scoop internal levers: many of these levers will not be seen when the model has been completed and can be 
omitted if desired. Please see sheet for detail of the location of these parts and fit along with the water scoop top 
and bottom (wmc 3 – 4). Many of the parts have doublers which should be formed into a ‘U’ shape at the ends to 
represent the forked joints. Fold down the side of the economiser unit (57) and tabs at the ends of the struts, fold 
the struts to the shape shown on sheet 3 the tabs will locate on the lower stretcher (92) when fitted in place. 
 
When satisfied with the fit of the water scoop arrangement bend over the sides of the lower stretchers (91 – 92) 
note how they are fitted as shown in sheet 1, and fix in place. 
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Check that the brake hanger shafts do no not protrude beyond the outer face of the chassis, the main brake shaft 
should protrude 0.25mm on both sides, and the water scoop shaft should also protrude 0.25mm. Press out the 
rivets in the chassis overlays (89 – 90) and fit in place and when satisfied with the fit fix in place. Fix the riveted 
strip (101 – 102) in place, the end with the four bolt holes is fitted towards the rear. Note that the steps and support 
brackets still have to be fitted at either end. 
 
Fix front drag beam overlay (81) the buffer stocks are fabricated from two parts (82 – 83) and are located with small 
pieces of 0.33mm wire. When assembled trim the rear of the stocks flush and leave a small amount of wire 
protruding at the front to represent bolt heads. Fix in place in the cut outs on the front drag beam. Fix buffers (wmc 
18). Press out rivets on rear buffer beam (80) and fold over half etch line and fix to rear buffer beam. Fit rear 
buffers also included is the small buffer step (32) fit if required. 
 
Check fit of the axle boxes (wmc 2) ensure that there is sufficient movement in the axles, if necessary open up the 
holes slightly to achieve the movement required the springing has been designed to give greater movement on the 
centre axle. Fix in place. Fix spring hangers (wmc 1) in place, spring hanger guides (41) have been included and 
will have to be bent to shape before fitting (See sheet 1). It is suggested that, if required the guides be fitted to the 
springs before fitting the springs to the chassis sides. 
 
Press out the rivets on the front and rear step brackets (93 – 94) (97 – 98) the rear step bracket has only one rivet 
at the bottom of the bracket. Fold over brackets at the half etch line and fix into place. Press out the rivets on the 
steps and fix in place on the step brackets. Fold up front and rear step bracket supports (103 – 104) (See sheet 1 
for folds) and fix in place. 
 
Bend rear guard irons to shape.   
 
Tank 
 
Remove tank floor (1) and place on workbench with the Brassmasters logo facing upwards and fix three 12BA nuts 
over the fixing holes. Press out the rivets at the edges of the floor. Remove the half etch in the wheel opening for 
‘00’ gauge. The inner tank sides and rear tank plate (2) has half etched lines to assist in making the fold along the 
top edge of the sides and curve at the front. Using a 1/8 bar make the folds along the top edges of the tank sides, 
check the radius against one of the inner bulkhead parts. Fold over the front of tank sides check the radius against 
the chequer plate footplate. Fold the tank sides against the rear tank plate. Check fit of the tank sides against the 
tank floor and when satisfied with fit, fix in place. 
 
Press out rivets in the rear bulkhead and top plate (6) and fold over bulkhead against the top plate check fit by 
locating in the half etch at the rear inner tank sides tack in place with a small amount of solder as an overlay has to 
be fitted over the top plate. Check fit of rear bulkhead overlay (11) the riveted edge faces foreword, fix in place. 
Press out the rivets in the front bulkhead taking care not to distort the metal, fold to shape as shown in sheet 4. 
Press out rivets on front bulkhead overlay (10) and fix into place. Check fit of front bulkhead but do not fix into place 
yet. Press out the rivets on the coal chute (7) and fold to shape. Insert the tongue at the front of the coal chute into 
the slot at the lower end of the front bulkhead and slide the whole assembly into the inner tank sides, check the fit, 
the chute sides should be parallel to the half etch lines when satisfied fix into place. Fix in place riveted strip 
overlays (25 – 26) at the sides of the coal chute entrance.  
 
Remove the rear tank overlay (8) and press out the rivets. Do not remove what appears to be cusp at the bottom 
edge of the overlay; this has been designed to allow fitting the other edge of the angle iron brackets. Locate the 
overlay centrally at the rear of the tank; the edges have been deliberately left slightly over size. When the overlay 
has been fixed, carefully remove the outer edge until a smooth fit with the tank sides has been achieved. 
 
The tank side overlays (3 – 4) are fitted with the rear of the overlay, fitting flush with the edges of the rear tank 
overlay. With the overlays fixed in position if required create the full beading effect by filing the inner and outer 
edges. Also if required fill in the half etch folding lines with a little solder and clean up. 
 
Lightly press out the rivets on the tank top overlay (9) and fold over the edges, fix in place with cut out next to the 
rear bulkhead. Press out the rivets on the lifting lug bases (20) and fix in place. Fix in place the lifting lugs (21) 
which are located in the half etch line of the lifting lug base. Fix in place parts (22) air vent base, (27) water dome 
base, (28) water filler base, (wmc 7) rear tank air vents, riveted/welded (wmc 7), part welded (wmc 21), water dome 
(wmc 10) and (wmc 11 water filler base) which needs a handle of fine wire to be fitted. Photographic evidence 
suggests the some tenders were fitted with an extra stiffening plate on the outside of the rear bulkhead this part is 
supplied (and can be found at the centre of the etch and turning over the plate with the description of the tender, to 
make the bulkhead stiffener). If required this can be fixed in place. 
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Press out the rivets on the bunker access tunnel (12) form the tunnel and fix into place with the half etch edge 
locating in the bulkhead. Press out the rivets on the toolbox (16) and fold to shape, check fit against the tunnel and 
when satisfied fix in place. Press out rivets on the tunnel end frame (13) and fix into place with the lower edges 
resting of the front plate. Note the location of the half etch cut outs for the toolbox door overlay. Press out rivets in 
coal doors (14) and fix in place, locate and fix in place toolbox door overlay (17). Fold up the ends of the door 
locking bars (15) and fix in position on the lugs on the coal doors. Fix coping strip (18) over front and rear 
bulkheads round off the tops of the coping strip. 
 
Check fit of fire iron tunnel (wmc 6) and fix in place, with the two front air vents (wmc 8 – 9). At the entrance to the 
fire iron tunnel solder a piece of 4mm x 0.45mm wire vertically one third of the distance from the left of the fire iron 
tunnel opening. Photographic evidence suggests that lamp iron brackets (36) and lamp cover (24) were not always 
present. However if required the brackets can be fitted, the lower bracket is fitted directly above the angle iron 
bracket 9mm from the left edge of the inner side. The second bracket is fitted 6mm above the lower bracket and 
the lamp cover is fitted 5mm vertically above the second bracket. 
 
Remove footplate (29) from the etch, depending which version of tender is being built, modifications with have to 
be made to either the footplate or screw shaft covers (wmc 15). The Royal Scots had a higher footplate if building 
this model ignore the outer half etch lines and fold down the half etch lines nearest the centre of the etch and fold 
back the front brackets at the front of the footplate. Fix footplate overlay in position and check for fit in the front of 
the tender. Due to the high footplate, modifications will have to be made to the screw shaft covers, either remove 
metal from the lower edge of the screw shaft cover or cut from the footplate using the half etch cut out, to allow 
fitting of the screw shaft covers. 
 
If building any other version the only modification is to the footplate, completely remove the outer edge of the 
footplate at the half etch line. Before fitting the footplate, if required fit the half etch angle iron brackets (19) in the 
cut outs at the bottom of the bulkhead. Fit screw shaft covers and for the handles use short handrail knobs and 
0.45mm wire as shown in sheet 4.  
 
Fix water cocks (wmc13 – 14) and water gauge (wmc 12) in position. 
 
Fix lower angle iron brackets riveted strip (33 – 34) to match the brackets at the rear of the tank. Fix steps (23) to 
rear of tank top and rear lamp brackets (35 - 37). A strip of riveted plate has been included for further detailing 
inside the tender if required.  
 
If required fit sieve boxes (wmc 19 – 20). 
 
Join chassis and tank with 3 12BA bolts.  
 
Fix vacuum pipe and steam heating pipes. 
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Stanier 4000 Gallon Tender - Parts List 
 
 
Part Number  Description    Quantity 
Tank 

1  Tank Base     1 
2  Inner tank sides and rear plate   1 
3  Left side overlay     1 
4  Right side overlay     1 
5  Front bulkhead     1 
6  Top plate and rear bulkhead   1 
7  Coal chute     1 
8  Rear tank overlay     1 
9  Top plate overlay     1 
10  Front bulkhead overlay    1 
11  Rear bulkhead overlay    1 
12  Bunker access tunnel    1 
13  Tunnel end frame     1 
14  Coal doors     1 
15  Door locking bars     2 plus spare 
16  Toolbox      1 
17  Toolbox overlay     1 
18  Bulkhead coping strip    2 
19  Riveted angle iron    2 
20  Lifting bracket base    2 plus spare 
21  Lifting lug     2 plus spare 
22  Air vent base     2 plus spare 
23  Rear Steps     6 plus spare 
24  Lamp cover     1 
25  Angle iron strip (left)    1 
26  Angle iron strip (right)    1 
27  Water dome base     1 
28  Water filler base     1 
29  Footplate     1 
30  Footplate overlay     1 
32  Buffer steps     2 plus spare 
33  Riveted strip (large)    2 
34  Riveted strip (small)    2 
35  Lamp bracket     3 plus spare 
36  Lamp Bracket front bulkhead   2 
37  Lamp bracket rear    1 plus spare 
40  Rear tank overlay - alternative 3500 gallon only 1 
 
Chassis  

41  Outside frames and drag beams   1 
42  Bearing guide     6 plus spare 
43  Left inside frame     1 
44  Right inside frame    1 
45  Rear Axle stiffener    1 
46  Rear Axle stiffener    1 
47  Front spacer     1 “00” “EM/18.83” 
48  Middle spacer     1 “00” “EM/18.83” 
49  Economiser bracket    1 “00” “EM/18.83” 
50  Equalising beam     1 
51  Equalising beam     1 
52  Lower bulkhead bracket (front)   1 “00” “EM/18.83” 
53  Lower bulkhead bracket (rear)   1 “00” “EM/18.83”  
54  Brake rod shaft brackets    2 
55  Brake rod bracket (left)    1 
56  Brake rod bracket (right)    1 
57  Water economiser    1 
58  Brake pull levers, left and right, front and back 6 plus spare 
59  Brake shoes, front and back   6 plus spare 
60  Compensated brake pull rods A frame  1 
61  Front shaft overlay    1 
62  Middle shaft overlay    1 
63  Rear shaft overlay    1 
64  Compensated front brake pull rod (left)  2 
65  Compensated front brake pull rod (right)  2 
66  Non compensated brake rods (left)   1 
67  Non compensated brake rods (right)  1 
68  Non compensated front pull rod (left)  2 
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69  Non compensated front pull rod (right)  2 
70  Water scoop pull shaft    1 
71  Water scoop pull shaft lever front, and flanges 1 
72  Water scoop pull shaft lever rear, and flanges 1 
73  Economiser lever  (left and right)   1 
74  Water scoop ‘dog leg’ lever (left and right)  1 
75  Water scoop crank lever (left and right)  1 
76  Water scoop pull lever    1 
77  Economiser crank lever     1 
78  Balance weights centre    2 plus spare 
79  Balance weight flanges    4 plus spare 
80  Rear buffer beam overlay    1 
81  Front drag beam overlay    1 
82  Front buffer guide     2 plus spare  
83  Front buffer guide overlay    2 plus spare 
84  Brake cylinder lever and flanges (left and right) 1 
85  Brake actuating lever    1 
86  Brake actuating lever overlay (left and right)  1 
87  Water scoop actuating lever   1 
88  Water scoop actuating lever overlay (left and right) 1 
89  Chassis overlay (left)    1 
90  Chassis overlay (right)    1 
91  Lower stretcher (rear)    1 
92  Lower stretcher (front)    1 
93  Front step bracket (left)    1 
94  Front step bracket (right)    1 
95  Front step (bottom)    2 
96  Front step (top)     2 
97  Rear step bracket (left)    1 
98  Rear step bracket (right)    1 
99  Rear step (top)     2 
100  Rear step (bottom)    2 
101  Top frame angle (left)    1 
102  Top frame angle (right)    1 
103  Front step bracket support    2 
104  Rear step bracket support    2 
105  Spring hanger guides (optional)   12 plus spare 
 
White Metal Castings 

1  Spring and hangers    6 
2  Tender axleboxes     6 
3  Water scoop top     1 
4  Water scoop bottom    1 
5  Tender brake cylinder    1 
6  Fire iron tunnel     1 
7  Rear tank air vent     2 
8  Front air vent (left)    1 
9  Front air vent (right)    1 
10  Water dome     1 
11  Water filler base     1 
12  Water gauge     1 
13  Tender water cock (left)    1 
14  Tender water cock (right)    1 
15  Screw shaft covers    2 
16  Vacuum pipe     1 
17  Steam heating pipe    1 
18  Buffers      2 
19  Sieve box (left)     1 
20  Sieve box (right)     1 
21  Rear air vents - part welded tender   2 
  
Other parts  

 Buffers       2 
 12BA x 3/16 screw     4  
 12BA nut      4 
 Short handrail knobs     6 
 1.25mm brass wire     2” 
 0.75mm brass wire     4” 
 0.45mm brass wire     6” 
 0.33mm brass wire     3” 
 11thou spring wire (this is 11thou guitar wire)   7” 
 Waisted pin point axle bearing    6     


